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The concept of sustainable development has received growing recognition, but it is a new era for many business
executives. For most, the con.

Some argue that sustainable development is necessary if human want to stay alive, while some oppose to
sustainable development as they placed sustainability in the opposite side of liveability and suspect that these
practices may hinder their present luxurious lifestyle. The reason for choosing this topic is to consider the
damaged done to the environment, ecosystem and wildlife to do what we as the public wants in our daily life.
Since the introduction of sustainable development, global businesses have engaged themselves in this practice
in order to differentiate themselves from their competitors. Simply put, ESD is a way to make the world a
safer, healthier, and more livable place for us and future generations McKeown, , pgs  Sustainability is
interrelated to the value or worth of life in a community -- whether the economic, social and environmental
systems that define the community are responsible for or providing for a healthy, productive, meaningful life
for all community residents, present and future Sustainable Measures Human activities inflict harsh and often
irreversible damage on the environment and on critical resources. In addition, we must look at the process of
generating these policies and to what extent do they come to fruition Abstract: Sustainable Rural Development
is an entitle to positive changes in rural livelihood by generating durable assets, and it is not only in economic
concern it may also interrelates in promotion of socio and cultural aspects by avoid bad socio-practices. The
commitment made by the two books is best comprehended by viewing them in connection to the idea of
sustainable development. Endorsement of the Bruntland Report WCED, by the United Nations and its
members at the Earth brought prominence to the concepts of sustainability and sustainable development
Drexhage and Murphy,  To delve this complexity, solid definitions must be proposed for development and
sustainable development in order for a framework to be established through which these complexities can be
understood. They lead never to a trade-off but to an improved environment, together with development that
does not bring down our environmental capital. Building the capacity of educators and policy support at
international, regional, national and local levels helps drive changes in learning institutions. Rationale The
Department for Children Schools and Families DCSF would like all schools to be sustainable by and to
prepare students for a lifetime of sustainable living through its teaching, its fabric and its day to day activities.
Today, humankind is said to have a tendency to produce what they do not necessarily consume, and consume
what they do not produce; as well as produce far more information than the capacity of any individuals to
absorb Mebratu , UNEP  As well as for that to happen, the concept must be articulated in conditions that are
familiar to business market leaders. It is, in other words, a transition from a simple, low-income economy to a
modern, high- income economy. These enterprises will generally have a competitive edge. The Romans
focused on the development of cities and settlements in a planned and proper way, with a vision of how future
expansion would be conducted Swarbrooke,  The effect can be considered a trade-off between a healthy
environment on the one palm and healthy development on the other. The term sustainable development as
used by the United Nations incorporates both issues associated with land development and broader issues of
human development such as education, public health, and standard of living. If you consider the three to be
overlapping circles of the same size, the area of overlap in the center is human well-being. Businesses are
either flourishing or failing, but all the businesses that are most successful do not only owe their success to the
products or services that they provide but also dedicate a portion Read More More about Sustainable
Development and Businesses Essay. The further alignment of said circles would indefinitely lead to the
increase of the center, human well-being Education is the process of acquiring knowledge. Sustainable
development is a technique of economic growth under which resources are used to meet not only the demand
of present generation but also for generations to come. For example, the forestry industry has had difficulty
determining what constitutes ecological forest management. This constant fluctuation between these two
categories is affecting all types of organizations, especially businesses. If not checked, many of our current
practices put at serious risk the future we wish for human society. While all businesses can make a
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contribution towards its attainment, the ability to make a difference differs by sector and group size.
Stakeholder identification is a key step in the determination of the issues and the development of a
remediation plan to address the issues. Boulding in his influential essay The Economics of the Coming
Spaceship Earth identified the need for the economic system to fit itself to the ecological system with its
limited pools of resources.


